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VejurMedia is pleased to announce NEWTECH magazine's continued growth
and acceptance

NEWTECH magazine enters its third month of publication by debuting it's CarTech section.
NEWTECH educates readers and consumers in existing and emerging technologies that impact
their lives, and connects them with businesses that provide needed products and services.

(PRWEB) March 15, 2004 --NEWTECH Magazine is a monthly, tabloid sized publication exploring
technological trends and ramifications on the modern lifestyle. Technology affects everything from health and
fitness to consumer electronics to gaming and the Internet to all aspects of our business life. Readers turn to
NEWTECH not only for educational and informational purposes, but also as a credible source for making
purchasing decisions on consumer and business goods.

Â�Our goal with NEWTECH is to educate readers and consumers in Dallas about the fast growing
technologies and new products that impact almost every facet of their lives,Â� said Alan Friedrichs, Editor-in-
chief of NEWTECH Magazine.

NEWTECH focuses on different areas of technology within its pages. GameTech (focusing on the gaming
industry), MedTech (focusing on advances in medicine), and CarTech (focusing on cars and other vehicles) are
just three of the monthly sections NEWTECH features. TravelTech (focusing on the travel and vacation
industry) and InventTech (focusing on new inventions) are scheduled to debut in the coming months.

CONTACT:
For advertising opportunities, +1-972-291-9297, or sales@newtechmag.com.
For editorial submissions, +1-972-291-9297, or editor@newtechmag.com.

About VejurMedia:
VejurMedia is a publishing group dedicated to integrity, producing publications that benefit its advertisers with
a vehicle to successfully promote their products or services, and be an informative and entertaining resource for
its readers.

Alan Friedrichs, Editor-in-chief
Mr. Friedrichs previously has been the Editor-in-chief for such publications as Texas Technology and
Entertainment Technologymagazines. Under his guidance, these magazines started to recognize and comment
on the transformation of personal computing, the convergence of technology and lifestyles, and commentary on
what the future holds.
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Contact Information
Alan Beckner
VEJUR MEDIA
972.291.9297

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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